Advances in Electron Microscopy and single-particle reconstruction have led to results at increasingly high resolutions. This has opened up the possibility of complete automation of single particle reconstruction. Main bottleneck in automation of single particle reconstruction is manual selection of particles in the micrograph. This paper describes a simple but efficient approach for segmentation of particle projections in the micrographs obtained using cryo-electron microscope. Changing the shape of objects to facilitate segmentation from the cluster and reconstructing its actual shape after isolation is successfully attempted. Both low-level and high-level processing techniques are used and the whole process is made automatic. Over 90% success in automatic particle picking is achieved. Several areas for improvement and future research directions are discussed.
I. Introduction
Electron or cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryoEM) has matured into a powerful and diverse collection of methods that facilitate visualization of macromolecular structure and dynamics of an extraordinarily broad range of macromolecules and macromolecular assemblies. Electron micrographs of vitrified specimens are recorded at very low electron dose to minimize radiation damage, resulting in low image contrast [1] . This requires image processing of micrographs of millions of molecules to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Number of macro-molecule images required for a volumetric reconstruction increases dramatically with the resolution of the micrograph. When images of currently available quality are used, it is believed that at least one million images are required to reconstruct a macro-molecule with "atomic" resolution. For processing the micrograph images, particles from each micrograph are selected either manually, using interactive graphics software or by computer aided semi-automatic methods. This is a very labor intensive, fatiguing job that is prone to human error. Thus complete automation of particle selection is necessary to prevent this stage from becoming a serious bottle neck in achieving reproducible structure/shape of a protein molecule.
Several approaches to automatic shape extraction of a macro-molecule have been proposed and have met with varying degree of success. These approaches include methods that make use of various forms template matching, local comparison of intensity values, edge detection, quantitative measures of the local image texture/statistics, etc.
Success in cryoEM invariably depends on techniques that combat the inherently low image contrast, as well as reducing deleterious effects such as specimen drift and electron beam-induced charging. These problems occur during the recording of image and all too often degrade image quality. High-resolution studies in particular put stringent demands on instrument stability and sample preservation.
Faster computers and efficient data storage allow ever greater amounts of data to be analyzed. This is essential for pushing the resolution limits in single particle analysis, which requires very large numbers of individual particles to be processed, aligned, and averaged. Programs for processing high-resolution images of two-dimensional (2D) protein crystals are now well established [4] . Programs for processing of tubular crystals with helical symmetry at high resolution are well under way [5] and similar programs are being developed for single particles (e.g. [6] ). As image processing methods for correcting electron optical effects such as defocus, image astigmatism and beam tilt are developed and refined, it should soon become possible to achieve resolutions that reveal secondary structure and even near-atomic detail in unsymmetrical particles as well. In interactive particle selection method, a digitized micrograph is displayed on the screen of workstation for selection of suitable particles. Considering several problems associated with display of large images to interactively select particles, most of the software tools make a trade-off between size reduction of the image and amount of scrolling needed to do on Graphical User Interface (GUI) to visualize complete image.
Interactive selection is subjective and hence may not be reproducible. Considering the large number of particles to be extracted, interactive selection is not a feasible option.
Van Heel [13] , Frank and Wagenknecht [16] , Andrews et al [18] ; have developed early automation techniques to reduce the interaction in particle selection. These attempts have met with partial success due to non-availability of powerful computers at that time.
Schemes based on thresholding, component labeling, feature computation and symbolic manipulation of the result was proposed by Harauz and Fong-Lochocsky [19] . Lata et al [20] have proposed particle extraction based on texture feature of the components obtained by peak search of the Gaussian smoothed micrograph. Though these methods showed encouraging results, still many false positives get through and a manual editing of the data is required as a final step. For further details, we suggest a review article by Nicholson and Glaeser [21] for detailed review of various pattern recognition techniques that could be applied to extract macromolecules from cryoEM micrographs.
In spite of advancement in pattern recognition and image processing, there is a large gap between what has been achieved in applied image processing and single particle extraction from micrographs. In this article, we present a novel methodology of integrating several filters that forces the object shape to suit isolation of touching particles or enhancement of contrast between particle projection and its background. After extraction of individual particle signatures, its actual shape is recovered. Our focus is not just extraction of single particles but to segment those single particles which are located very close to one-another. Results obtained are very encouraging and we plan to develop a comprehensive tool set to automatically extract single particles and construct a 3-D shape.
II. Pre Processing Techniques and Segmentation
Electron microscope images of macromolecules lack clarity and definition inaddition to limited resolution and instrument electronic noise. Before attempting to extract objects (projections of particles) from the image, it is important to suppress extraneous information not related to the object. It is difficult to control the noise sources and hence it is prudent to develop intelligent algorithms that may suppress the noise in the image.
1. Re-sampling approach to reduce the fine texture of the background It can be observed that background image has a definitive texture pattern. If we can device a strategy to extract this pattern and subtract it from original image, a residual image with only particle signatures can be obtained. One of the methods that can be effectively used is re-sampling approach or multi-scale approach. Here the image is resampled in such a way that the particle signatures shrink to a level that it is not possible to distinguish particle signature from the surrounding texture.
In another approach to image difference method, background patches from different parts of the image are collected. A complete background image is reconstructed by these texture patterns. This background image provides a frequency range of the background texture that can be suppressed in frequency domain analysis. This increases the contrast between particle projections and the rest in the micrograph. Brightness of the sampled points is used to calculate the seven fitted constants or seven coefficients of the second order polynomial by least-squares. Using these coefficients, a complete background image is reconstructed. 
Polynomial Fitting for Reducing Background Illumination Variation

Rank-leveling Approach for Reducing Background Variation
Though least-square fitting works satisfactorily in reducing major variation in the illumination, it is found to leave local variations intact. Such a local variation can be reduced by rank-leveling approach. Rank leveling is a process where grey level of a pixel is replaced by minimum grey level in its neighborhood till the objects in the image disappear. Neighborhood size is selected based on approximate size of the object. If the objects are darker than background, we replace the pixel grey level by the maximum in its neighborhood. Resulting image can be argued as representation of the background image and is subtracted from the original. Figure 5 shows an example of application of rank leveling to micrograph. Grey scale morphological operation such as 'opening' and 'closing' with an appropriate structuring element is very important to isolate actual particle projections and particle clusters from the rest. A bank of structuring elements with circular effective kernel is designed for morphological operation. Using a suitable structuring element, two-tone image is 'opened'. This eliminates small noisy objects that resulted from thresholding highly textured micrographs. Closing operation using appropriate structuring element with a circular effective kernel removes holes in the foreground/signature of particle projections. It also forces the signature of particle projections to have convex/circular shape that can be better segmented by standard segmentation techniques. 
Segmentation of Closely Located Particles
This is an important step that defines the success of automation of extraction of single particle images from micrograph. The residue image consisting of all the signatures flagged off in previous step are considered here. The residue image is labeled such that each disconnected cluster has a unique label. Grey-scale morphological opening filter is applied on each component in the residue image individually. This reduces the noisy, small concavities along the surface of the clusters giving them a more smooth and circular shape. It also isolate thinly connected signatures.
Step 1: Apply constrained erosion-dilation technique to separate thinly connected particles in the cluster. The foreground of the residual image is eroded one pixel thickness at a time. Ideally, erosion process continues till a unique signature is obtained for each cell nuclei in the region of interest. Any signature size less than size threshold and is not a noisy signature is considered as unique signature of the particle. Such a signature is not subject to further erosion.
The signature is tagged with a unique label and number of erosion iterations needed to bring it present size. In the second step, the particle signatures are subject to controlled dilation. The signatures are grown into its neighboring background pixels under certain conditions.
• No two signatures are allowed to overlap or touch one another.
• Signatures are grown only into its immediate neighborhood background voxels.
• The growing process is terminated when the grown region covers all the foreground voxels in original residue image.
• If T I is the two-tone residue image and D I is the dilated image with each signature having its own unique label, then
gives an image where most of the touching particles in the cluster are isolated.
Use relative size filter and the prior information from the training data to extract particles that are isolated by erosion-dilation process. Each individual particle is subject to growing/dilating and controlled grey-scale shrinking to impart them with their original shape.
Step 2: If there are particles still left in the residue image, then a final step of segmentation based on watershed technique is applied [22] . The path generated distance map of the residue image is generated [23] . Homogeneous regions in the distance map are identified and the distance values of those pixels are rescaled to reduce flat fields.
This pre-processing of grey scale distance map improves the performance of watershed techniques in segmentation [24] . Watershed algorithm on a reconstructed grey image can be described in a few steps.
Let dist(.) represents the distance value of pixels in the distance map.
Step 1: All the connected group of pixels having maximum distance in the image domain are considered as markers. It may be a single pixel or a group of connected pixels or several groups of connected pixels. The markers are labelled and stored in as a marker image. Let Step 3:
Step 4: = The resulting image is filtered using relative size filters and the prior information about individual particle features from the training data.
Region Growing and Shrinking
Due to extensive preprocessing, particle projections isolated/extracted need not show matching shape properties of its actual projections in the micrograph. It is very important that we acquire actual shape and proper contour of the projections to recognize actual particle and to infer orientation information. For this purpose we consider the isolated objects extracted as just the signatures of the particles. Signatures are grown / dilated to occupy its immediate neighborhood pixels. Number of iterations of region growing defines the neighborhood region the signatures are grown into. Some signature may merge during region growing process. It is also possible that some fragmented particle signatures merge into one real signature. Such a dilated signature is then subject to grey scale shrinking. Grey scale shrinking is described as follows. The signature is shrunk along its surface only if the surface/boundary pixels have a grey level below a predefined threshold. Low grey scale spots entirely within the objects are not affected. And the object shrinks into its shape defined by grey scale variation in its surface/boundary. All the pixels which are below certain threshold in its grey level are converted into background under the condition that it doesn't create a hole within the object signature. From the results shown in Figure 9 , it is possible that in the first stage of particle extraction, one can miss a few or several particle projections or in some cases a cluster of particle projections due to improper parameter settings or due to some poor image acquisition set up (see a brightness saturated strip at the bottom of Figure 9 (a) that cannot be explained in the contests of micrograph of particles). Thus, a second stage of analysis is necessary to identify missed particle projections and extract them from the images.
Second stage of analysis has following steps.
1. Replace every segmented particle projection in the original unprocessed micrograph by a background texture.
Smooth the resulting image with a Gaussian kernel having high standard deviation
(has to be set experimentally or by using training data sets)
3. Open the image with grey scale morphological filter 4. Threshold the image at an appropriate value.
Component label the foreground objects
6. Calculate average size of the objects by lower − α cut filter. In lower α -cut filter, first 'N' number of objects in the ordered set of objects (ordered based on size) are not considered for calculating average value.
7. Find relative size of each object and filter-out all those objects whose relative size is less than 0.75 (set experimentally). This value has to be set on the basis of training sets in one complete experiment.
8. Segment the foreground image by morphological opening. Extract those objects whose features confer with particle projections extracted in the first stage.
9. If necessary, apply erosion-dilation segmentation process and extract all the individual particle projections in the residue image.
Residue image is then discarded as noise.
Construction of sub-images of each particle
Our aim is to extract each particle projection as a small sub-image. All the sub-images should have the same size (same number of columns and rows) so that they can be compared and/or averaged for further analysis towards 3-D shape construction. 1. Find the centroid of each particle projection signature that is segmented from micrograph.
2. Find the longest distance between centroid and the particle projection boundary in each segmented particle.
3. Find the maximum distance d max among all particle projections in the micrograph.
4. Extract a sub-image of the size d max x d max around each segmented particle projection such that centroid of the sub-image and centroid of the segmented particle coincide 5. If a particle signature from neighboring particle appears, then replace those pixels of noisy signature by the similar texture pattern that surrounds the rest of the particle.
Resulting sub-images represent single particle projections and each image has the same size. This allows the recognition of those projections with the same orientation and hence averaging of such projections to reduce noise and build 3-D view. Figure 11 and Figure   12 , shows the result of boxing segmented particle projections. Figure 12 : Result of boxing particles on a larger data set used through-out the report
III. Experimental Results and Discussion:
Basic idea behind the methodology is to stretch the difference between background and particles as well as separate segmentation and shape-extraction procedures. Pre-process the image to an extent that the standard segmentation algorithms can successfully execute and then process each segmented particle image to reconstruct its actual shape. After contrast enhancement and background cleaning, objects are forced have circular shape by morphological filtering with circular structuring elements. Single Software works on the basis of some pre-set parameters such as structuring element size for morphological filtering, tuning constant for thresholding, kernel size and standard deviation for Gaussian smoothing, etc. These parameters can be made adaptive after working on a large set of images with various image acquisition set ups. We are in a process of acquiring more data sets to improve the robustness of the software and make it as general purpose as possible.
Stretching the difference between background and particle images is observed to be most effective method to extract particles for boxing purpose. It has been discussed that the method of obtaining a macromolecule structure by subtracting an image of the same area, one with and one without molecule has become obsolete after image averaging technique has facilitated separation of single molecule projections from their background [17] . Our opinion is that "image difference method" works on the assumption that the two images, one with and one without molecule, are essentially same Another important area where we would like to concentrate is to use edge preserving smoothing techniques in the pre-processing stages. Techniques based on partial differential equations [25] , asymmetric Gaussian kernels, etc. will be tested and evaluated for its effectiveness in stretching the difference between particle images and its background. We would also like to explore Fourier space for reducing noise in the image and stretching the contrast between particle images and common background.
A training data set for each set of experiments will be built and the identification of isolated particle images will be made on the parameters set calculated from this training data. If necessary, training data can then be updated with newly recognized particle features. Some of the parameters that are being set externally will be made adaptive based on the features of particle data in the training set.
We would like to evaluate Level Set approach to find the contours of particles in the micrograph [26] . After approximate contouring by simple gradient based methods, closely located and clustered particles are separated from each other using mathematical morphology methods. Then a fixed area around each particle is considered for application of level set approach to find the possible contours of the particles.
Improved graphical user interface with touch button operations for selecting the objects or selecting the processing tools is necessary for biological applications of the software. We plan to redesign the user interface so that micrographs can be viewed in its entirety as much as possible without undertaking too much scrolling of the display window.
